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scheme is defined benefit or money purchase – simply
cannot afford to ignore these changes.
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1. An overview of the changes

as the flexibility changes in tax law are written at an

The Act is a key piece of the jigsaw to give effect

“arrangement” level, not scheme level, they apply to,

to the planned flexibilities announced in the March

for example, money purchase AVCs held in a pension

2014 Budget. It had a very speedy consultation

scheme where the main benefits are DB.

period and passage through Parliament so that it
could be given Royal Assent before the end of 2014

2. The new ways of accessing money purchase

– ready to apply for members drawing benefits from

benefits

6 April 2015.

There will be two new ways that individuals can

The fundamental change the Act makes is to allow,
in principle, a person to access the funds in their
money purchase pension arrangements without
constraint once they have reached (usually) age
55 – in principle still with 25% tax-free and with the
balance subject to income tax as it is drawn. This will
apply from 6 April 2015.

access their uncrystallised money purchase funds
once they reach an appropriate age (their Normal
Minimum Pension Age (“NMPA”) in the scheme
involved – usually 55 but lower for some for
historical reasons, or earlier if in ill health).
 The member can designate some or all of their
uncrystallised money purchase fund to be for

There are important knock-on implications for

“flexi-access drawdown” (“FADD”). They can then

individuals with defined benefit (DB) pension

draw sums from this as and when, either as ad

savings because it gives them the prospect of

hoc instalments, or to buy an annuity (either short

transferring some or all of those benefits to a money

term or lifetime), or to buy a scheme pension.

purchase arrangement, in order to access them

Each amount they receive is taxable as pension

flexibly too. So trustees may want to understand

income at their appropriate marginal income

the money purchase flexibilities in this context – and

tax rate(s) for earned income. At the time they

for any money purchase money they hold in the

designate funds to FADD, they can also take a tax-

same scheme.

free “pension commencement lump sum” (PCLS)

Dramatic changes are also being made from
6 April 2015 to how unused money purchase
pension savings will be taxed on death and how
they can be used. This has the potential to overturn
long-standing “givens” on how pension savings
should be drawn compared to other assets an
individual holds.
And inevitably alongside the new freedoms, there
are new constraints to stop too much advantage
being taken.
The other key parts of the jigsaw needed before
we know the full picture of the new regime are
the Pension Schemes Bill and accompanying
regulations. The Bill is currently going through the
Parliamentary process and should receive Royal
Assent in the spring of 2015. The Bill is expected
to contain the legislative structure of the guidance
guarantee and changes to statutory transfer rights
– we briefly cover where this has reached in section
13. of this guide.

from other funds in the same scheme (typically
of a maximum of 25% of the total of the tax free
sum taken and funds designated – but potentially
different given the complex way PCLS rules can
work).
 The member can draw some or all of their
uncrystallised money purchase funds as a sum
called an “uncrystallised funds pension lump
sums” (UFPLS). An UFPLS is 25% tax-free, with
the balance taxed as pension income.
Other ways of drawing from uncrystallised money
purchase funds remain available, including buying a
lifetime annuity or scheme pension (both of which
can be in conjunction with a PCLS), or drawing the
whole scheme benefit as a “small lump sum” if the
conditions are satisfied (although not as a “trivial
commutation lump sum” see 8. below).
It is important to remember that these are what tax
law permits. What route a member can actually use
(and how flexibly) for money purchase funds in a

As a reminder: throughout this guide “money

scheme will depend on what the scheme offers (see

purchase” includes both traditional defined

4. below).

contribution arrangements and cash balance. And
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LCP comment

 Where the member dies at or after age 75, FADD
payments will be subject to income tax in the

Taking a sum as UFPLS is broadly the same as

hands of the recipient, as is currently the case.

designating some funds to FADD together with a “25%

The stated intent is that this will also apply for

PCLS” and immediately accessing all the FADD funds

death lump sums paid from 2016/17 (rather than

( for example a £100 gross UFPLS gives the same

the 55% charge currently payable) once some

outcome to a member as £75 designated to FADD

consultation on practicalities have happened, but

and cashed out immediately with a £25 PCLS drawn

for now the Act just puts in an interim stage that

alongside). So the UFPLS is simply a streamlined and

death lump sums paid after 5 April 2015 will be

simplified version allowing no subtle variations. But

subject to a 45% charge.

there will be times, even when the trustees’ aim is to
offer simple one-off cash-out of the entire money
purchase fund, that UFPLS will not do a satisfactory
job and the trustees might want to offer FADD ( for
situations when this might apply see 10. below). There
are also some subtle differences eg how FADD and
UFPLS work for those close to the Lifetime Allowance
(LTA) or age 75+.

Also of key interest is who will be able to inherit
through this new facility. The Schedule talks about
“nominees” and “successors” as follows:
 A “nominee of a member” means an individual
nominated by the member (or nominated by the
scheme administrator but only in the absence
of any dependant of the member or member
nomination).

3. Changes to tax on money purchase funds on
death
The Act makes changes to how money purchase
pension funds are passed on at death (both funds
that have been designated but not drawn and those
yet to be crystallised). It changes the tax applying

 A “successor of a member” means an individual
nominated by a dependant, nominee or successor
of the member (in relation to their own death), or
nominated by the scheme administrator but only
where the beneficiary has not made a nomination.

with some significant improvements; and it means

This is in contrast to the current position where

that persons other than “dependants” will be able to

the opportunity to set up drawdown funds or

inherit a member’s unused funds at death, whether

annuities from inherited pension assets is only

those funds are paid out as a lump sum or set up as

on the member’s death and just to the member’s

further drawdown.

“dependants” – ie the spouse or civil partner of the
member, a child under age 23, or a person who was

In general the changes are intended to apply where

financially dependent, mutually financial dependent

the first payment to the beneficiary involved is on or

or otherwise reliant on the member due to physical

after 6 April 2015.

or mental impairment.

The applicable tax is changing so that:

As a successor can nominate a further successor,
it would seem that the inherited money purchase

 Where a member dies before age 75, all lump

fund can be passed down the generations (or

sums from, and payments from dependant/

indeed more widely). The tax treatment will depend

nominee FADD set up from, unused money

on whether the immediately preceding death was

purchase funds will be payable free of income tax.

before age 75 or not.

Lump sums or allocation to dependant FADD will
be subject to LTA testing. (The LTA charge will

And finally, broadly, funds on death before age

be 55% on lump sums and 25% on funds allocated

75 must either be paid out as a lump sum or else

to dependant/nominee drawdown, to the extent

designated as one of the dependant, nominee or

that the total exceeds the member’s remaining

successor drawdowns within two years starting

LTA at death.) This maintains the current position

with the earlier of the member’s death or when the

for lump sums paid out of uncrystallised money

scheme administrator could reasonably have known

purchase funds but is a significant improvement

of the death. If not, broadly the tax treatment

for other payments.

reverts to the treatment for post 75 deaths.
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We understand that there is intended to be no

Where the trustees and employer are in agreement

change in the fact that most pay-outs from pension

about offering flexibilities, the provision will save

funds on death are not subject to inheritance tax.

schemes from having to make immediate rule changes.
The structure is more problematic if the trustees

George Osborne stated in his Autumn Statement

choose not to take account of the employer’s wishes,

on 3 December 2014 that “From April 2015,

particularly if there is no power in the rules to make

beneficiaries of individuals who die under the age

charges. Given the large amount of press coverage

of 75 with a joint life or guaranteed term annuity

already and the likelihood of that continuing, will some

will be able to receive any future payments from

trustees feel pressured into providing access to increased

such policies tax free. The tax rules will also be

flexibility even if their employer would prefer not to

changed to allow joint life annuities to be passed

(they do have a fiduciary duty to the employer as well

on to any beneficiary”. We understand that the

as to members)?

intention is also that dependant’s/nominee annuities
purchased from unused money purchase funds of

Trustees and managers will (with or without the

those who die under age 75 will be income tax free

employer) in any case need to consider what flexibilities

(presumably subject to a new LTA test). This was

they want to offer and with what constraints; what

too late for additional clauses in the Act – we now

other rule changes they might still need to make (eg

expect that these further changes will appear in a

to make sure they can pay “small lump sums”) and

Finance Act 2015 (in place before 6 April 2015).

whether they need to try to prevent any unintended
changes.

LCP comment
We also need to see whether the DWP legislation (see
These measures should open up the way to enabling

13. below) makes any further constraints.

pension wealth to be passed down the generations in a
very tax efficient manner. So for those who can afford
it, pension funds might be the last asset to call on for
retirement income after all other sources. But how long
such a mechanism can survive will depend on the future
political climate.
We note that in stark contrast DB survivor pensions
continue to be allowed only to “dependants” and
subject to income tax whatever the age of the member
at death.

5. The £10,000 Money Purchase Annual Allowance
Alongside the new flexibilities, there are measures
to “ensure that individuals do not exploit the new
system to gain unintended tax advantages”. Key to
this is the new £10,000 annual allowance for money
purchase savings (the “£10K MPAA”), which applies
– in parallel to the “normal” Annual Allowance
(“AA”)– after an individual has first accessed their
money purchase savings “flexibly”.
“Flexible access” (ie the event that puts an

4. Permissive scheme rules override

individual into the £10K MPAA parallel regime)

The Act includes an override giving scheme trustees

includes:

and managers the power to deliver certain of the

 receiving a payment from funds that have been

new flexible money purchase payments within the
scheme – among them FADD and accompanying
PCLSs, UFPLSs and dependant’s/nominee
drawdown.
LCP comment
This is a continued reassurance that schemes are not
being compelled by law to offer flexibilities. But it
was a surprise that it gives no explicit say to the entity
that will ultimately pick up any additional costs of
operating new flexibilities – typically the employer.

designated for FADD;
 receiving an UFPLS;
 certain events connected with drawdown
arrangements already in existence before 6 April
2015 (see 9. below);
 receiving the first payment under a “flexible
annuity contract” (see 7. below);
 when a member with a Primary Protection
certificate with “£375,000+ lump sum protection”
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is paid a “stand-alone lump sum” from a money

actually be effective at preventing substantial tax

purchase arrangement for the first time; and

advantage being made of the new regime – particularly

 receiving a payment from a “scheme pension” set
up from money purchase funds on or after 6 April
2015 from a scheme paying (broadly) fewer than 11
other pensioner/dependants’ “scheme pensions”.
The £10K MPAA is not triggered by an individual:
 designating funds into FADD;
 receiving a PCLS (for example at the same time as

those near or over age 55 “churning” contributions (a
particularly remunerative exercise if done by salary
sacrifice by those on lower incomes). In response to
these concerns the Government has said it will be
looking out for abusive behaviour and could make
further changes if it believes they are required.
The recycling measures apply where an individual
intentionally uses “his tax free lump sum as the means

the FADD is designated); or

to increase contributions significantly to a registered

 receiving a “small lump sum”.

pension scheme” with targeted scenarios described in

Once triggered, the £10K MPAA regime operates in
all future tax years for new money purchase savings
for the individual across all schemes. If such savings
“for” a tax year are within £10,000 no special
action is required; if over £10,000, there will be an
Annual Allowance charge that the individual needs
to identify and pay. The “normal” £40,000 Annual
Allowance also applies as before, with measures to
avoid double taxation where both types of Annual
Allowance are exceeded. The £10K MPAA has
some of the same features as the normal Annual
Allowance (using the particular Pension Input
Periods of the arrangements involved) and some
that are different (no carry-forward and the member
cannot use Scheme Pays if only the £10K MPAA
bites).

HMRC guidance. They have rarely been operative in
practice and it is hard to see how they can be operated
meaningfully now.
6. New information requirements on pension
schemes and members to help make the £10K
MPAA measure work
The Act imposes duties on scheme administrators
and members to exchange information if and after
a member “flexibly accesses” money purchase
benefits.
Broadly, from next April the duties will be that:
 When a member of a scheme “flexibly accesses”
(see 5. above) their money purchase fund, the
scheme administrator must, within 31 days, identify

The £10K MPAA provisions apply to all money

this and notify him that he has done this and so

purchase arrangements (including cash balance).

falls under the £10K MPAA regime for all future

When it comes to hybrid arrangements, for those

money purchase savings.

set up before 14 October 2014 the provisions apply,
and apply “straightforwardly” for a tax year in
which the hybrid’s Annual Allowance usage for the
£40,000 measure counts as money purchase for
that tax year (a relief to the many schemes holding
contracted out protected rights or reference scheme
underpins) – unlike the specially modified complex
version for hybrid arrangements that are set up on
or after 14 October 2014.
The “Recycling” anti-abuse measures continue to
operate too, but are now triggered at £7,500 rather
than 1% of the LTA.
LCP comment

 When the member has received this notification,
he has 91 days (13 weeks) within which he must
inform the same to any other scheme where
contributions are being paid by him or on his
behalf to a money purchase arrangement, or in
which he is accruing benefit under a cash balance
or hybrid arrangement. If the member later starts
accruing benefit in a scheme he must also tell that
scheme within 91 days of such accrual starting.
 Scheme administrators must, following a member
transfer, tell the receiving scheme if they believe
the member has ever flexibly accessed his money
purchase pension rights (either in that scheme or
another scheme). This must also be done within

Some have questioned whether, despite the extra
administration required, the £10K MPAA regime will

31 days.
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 Where a scheme has a member that it knows is

7. New flexibilities permitted in the design of

in the £10K MPAA regime (because of the above

lifetime annuity products

process), it needs to monitor the member’s

Some restrictions will be lifted on the shape of

position after each tax year, and (to the extent

“lifetime annuities”, with a view to enabling creative

the member counts as accruing money purchase

new products. A lifetime annuity on offer from

benefits) provide a full Annual Allowance pension

6 April 2015 can still only be from an insurance

savings statement after any tax year in which

company and must be payable at least for life, but

the £10K MPAA is exceeded in the scheme alone.

can now be set up:

(This means that schemes that provide only
defined benefit pensions to a member will never
need to produce a £10K MPAA statement). All
members also remain subject to the standard
£40,000 Annual Allowance regime on total
savings with the reporting processes required for
that.
There are parallel reporting duties applying when/
if an individual holding a pre-April 2015 capped
drawdown fund has the fund converted to have the
new FADD tax label applying (see 7.).
Failure to comply with these reporting requirements
by either the scheme administrator or individual
gives HMRC power to apply the standard penalties
for non-compliance which start at £300 for late
information or £3,000 for incorrect information
provided negligently or fraudulently.

 with a guarantee period of any term (including
more than the current ten years);
 without the member needing to have an open
market option; and
 to decrease in payment other than in the limited
circumstances currently allowed – but such a
product is then a “flexible annuity contract” with
implications for the £10K MPAA measure – see 5.
above.
8. Changes on how to cash out “small” benefits for money purchase and for defined benefits
The following are the changes to the toolkit
available to cash out “small” pension funds, that is
to trivial commutation lump sums (“TCLS” – with
its £30,000 limit tested across all the schemes of
a member) and small lump sums (“SLS” – with its

LCP comment

£10,000 per scheme limit). The changes are all to

The disclosure regime will be messy, and many schemes

6 April 2015:

may find they have a random handful of members
with“£10K MPAA status” because the individuals
concerned flexibly accessed an old pensions savings pot
in a different scheme.
The new disclosure burden laid on schemes is
specifically to tell individuals after the member has
taken the action that results in being in the £10K
MPAA regime; and thereafter after the member has
breached the £10K MPAA in the scheme for any tax
year. The law’s concern is to maximise the chance that

take effect (broadly) for payments made on or after

 An easement to the age at which a scheme can
pay a member a TCLS or SLS. The age condition
is reducing from 60 to NMPA (typically 55 but
lower for some members for historic reasons).
Such payments can be made even earlier if the
member satisfies the tax law “ill-health condition”
(broadly if there is medical evidence that the
individual cannot do their current job anymore in
the long-term, due to health grounds).
 An easement to the facility to pay one-off (taxed)

tax is collected. In practice of course members need to

cash to a dependant to extinguish the benefits

think about these matters before taking the actions

otherwise in payment following the death of a

(whether that action is the flexible access or the later

member (the “trivial commutation lump sum

contributions made). We hope that the Government’s

death benefit”). The cash can from April 2015 be

guidance and HMRC web material will be sufficient to

up to £30,000 per scheme, rather than £18,000,

give members some chance of doing this. Otherwise

and without regard to the age of member at death

more burdens will be placed, explicitly or implicitly, on

or the dependant on receipt of the payment.

scheme processes and communications – and on scheme
design/remuneration packages.

 A tightening of the use of TCLS – in future TCLS
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can be paid to a member only in respect of (and

arrangements will be able to continue as such after

extinguishing all) the member’s defined benefit

5 April 2015. But if more than the capped limit is

in a scheme (if the member also has a money

drawn after 5 April 2015 then the arrangement will

purchase benefit in the scheme it can be left

be converted to a FADD. Alternatively capped

standing). All the other conditions for TCLS –

drawdown arrangements can be voluntarily

testing against the total of all schemes’ benefits

converted to FADD with effect from 6 April 2015. In

(uncrystallised or as a BCE, money purchase

both cases, this will trigger the £10K MPAA regime

or DB) existing at a nominated date, 12 month

when the first income payment is drawn from the

window, special valuation calculations – continue

FADD-labelled funds. New uncrystallised funds

to apply (and experience shows this to be onerous

can be designated into existing capped drawdown

to manage if a member has benefits in more

funds.

than one scheme). SLS continues to be available
for DB or money purchase benefits provided it

10. Pitfalls for members with certain pre A-Day tax

extinguishes all the entitlement to benefit in the

protections

scheme.

Some long-standing members of some pension

LCP comment

schemes can, under tax law, be allowed to take
benefits at an age lower than the usual NMPA of

The first two of these changes will be very welcome by

55 (“protected pension ages”) or take more than

the many schemes now considering using the increased

25% of their benefits as a tax-free retirement lump

limits to allow pensioners an alternative to a very small

sum (“scheme specific protected lump sums”). This

monthly payment.

arises from the protections in tax law reflecting the
provisions in a scheme’s rules before A-Day (6 April

It is interesting that the SLS is being kept as a feature of
the money purchase world – presumably to give a way
to avoid cash-out of small scheme benefits triggering
the £10K MPAA. Trustees that want to allow full
cash-out options will generally want to label these SLS
(where the conditions are met and where the scheme

2006).
However, there are several ways that these can be
lost, including in particular if the member transfers
all benefits from the scheme:
 to another scheme, on an individual basis – unless

rules allow SLSs), rather than UFPLS because drawing

at the same time and to the same scheme (or

£10,000 as an UFPLS will trigger the £10K MPAA

to personal pensions with the same provider) as

regime; but drawing it as SLS (if that is possible) will

another member; or

not.

 to a buyout policy, if the transferring scheme is
not winding up.

9. Transition of existing drawdown arrangements

These restrictions mean that it can be difficult

Currently, an individual who can demonstrate they

for members to take an individual transfer to a

have a secure pension income in payment of at

new scheme without losing these protections –

least £12,000 pa can, broadly, designate any excess

something many members may want to do in future

money purchase pension funds over this amount to

to access the new Budget flexibilities if their current

be available for drawing income in instalments as

scheme will not offer these.

and when they choose (subject to income tax). This
is known as flexible drawdown. On 6 April 2015, all
existing flexible drawdown arrangements will be
automatically converted into FADD and the holder
will fall under the £10K MPAA regime (rather than
their previous nil AA).
Currently an individual can designate their
money purchase funds into “capped drawdown”,
to be available for income withdrawals up to a
specified annual limit. Existing capped drawdown

As part of a temporary patch tiding members over
to the post 2015 regime, the Finance Act 2014 lifted
these requirements for members who transfer
before 6 April 2015 provided that they “crystallise”
(broadly draw or designate) their transferred
benefits in the new scheme by 5 October 2015.
Unfortunately, no further changes have been made
in the Taxation of Pensions Act 2014 so as to deliver
longer-term and wider easements.
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LCP comment

to correct for the initial over/under deduction
of tax. HMRC intends to pick up where these

It seems that a member may have to choose between

processes fail (and the many other variations that

having the benefit of their 2006 protection and

can arise), carry out end-of-year reconciliations

(if having to involve a transfer) access to the new

and then contact the individual after the tax year

flexibilities. This is likely to add pressure to trustees of

about the correction due.

schemes with affected members to offer at least some
of the new flexibilities. For example, a member who
wants to cash out all his money purchase funds from a
scheme might get the best of both worlds if the scheme
makes available FADD – to allow cash-out of his
protected level of tax-free PCLS alongside payment of
taxed cash.
11. How payments will be reported and how tax will
be deducted
Generally a “flexible access” payment is taxable as
income as if pension, but how HMRC can collect this
presents challenges. In their Newsletter 66 issued
in December 2014, HMRC set out details of the
tax deduction they require scheme administrators
to make when paying out such benefits, how tax

 There will be new reporting requirements for
FADD and UFPLS payments and other “flexible
access” payments. The provider will have to
set up PAYE for the payment if not already in
existence for the member, and use data item (168)
on the RTI system to make such reports. RTI will
be set up to receive this information from 6 April
2015 but the requirement will not be mandatory
until April 2016.
 As now, when a scheme pays out an SLS or TCLS
the deduction it must make before payment will
usually be at basic rate (with corrective action
by HMRC/the member where this is over or
underpayment).
LCP comment

corrections will be made and intended changes
to the Real Time Information (RTI) reporting

Asking providers to deduct tax on most “flexible

requirements.

access” payments using an emergency code does seem

 Payment of an UFPLS or from FADD will in
general need to have tax deducted by the scheme
administrator using an emergency Month 1 tax
code in the first instance, unless for example the
scheme is provided with a P45 in respect of the
member from a previous source/employment
dated on or after 6 April in the current tax year
(we believe this will be unlikely in most cases).

the most practical approach from the point of view
of administrative process and to enable providers to
be definitive about what net-of-tax payment will
be made. However, it does mean over deduction for
most recipients (in some cases by significant amounts)
and in many cases action needed to get a prompt tax
correction repayment. This may be a very challenging
area – including for HMRC’s resources doing the
adjustments.

 There will be special arrangements to enable
correction for over or under deduction of tax
because of use of emergency code etc. Where a
payment extinguishes all of a fund, the scheme
administrator will issue an RTI Full Payment
Submission to HMRC and a P45 to the member,
and this process will allow the member to claim inyear any refund due from HMRC through a process
intended to mirror the current in-year TCLS
repayment process. Where more than one flexible
access payment is made from a scheme in a tax
year, adjustments will be made in-year through the
tax code and HMRC hopes that the normal PAYE
procedures will enable the scheme administrator

12. International aspects
The Act also makes changes to the existing
legislation governing relevant non-UK pension
schemes (“RNUKS”) which are, broadly, overseas
schemes that, have in some way, received UK tax
relief or UK tax-relieved benefits. In brief, RNUKS
will be able to make lump sum payments similar
to UFPLSs, will be subject to the £10K MPAA and
HMRC will have increased powers to require QROPS
to provide information to them, along with other
changes. However, the details are outside the scope
of this guide.
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13. And what else elsewhere?

uncrystallised (whereas the right to take a transfer

We are also expecting the Pension Schemes Bill,

for DB stops, broadly, as now, a year before

and related regulations, to bring in further changes

reaching NPA);

that are key to the operation of the flexible regime
including the following (as drafted at the time of
publication but subject to change):
 Laying the groundwork for delivering the
“guidance guarantee” available before an
individual draws their money purchase benefits;
 Adding a condition to the right to take a transfer
when it is in lieu of DB benefits to get money
purchase credits that the trustees must (with
some limited exceptions) first receive evidence
from the member that s/he has taken appropriate
professional financial advice;
 Cancelling such DB transfer rights from unfunded
public sector schemes;
 Extending the right to take a transfer in lieu of
money purchase benefits, beyond reaching normal

 Giving a member with a mixture of benefits in a
scheme the right to take a partial transfer if in lieu
of all the DB benefit in and leave behind all the
money purchase funds, and vice versa;
 Changes to disclosure obligations about rights
and options.
And the huge changes in what products can be
provided, and to whom they will be of interest now,
must mean some changes to come in the regulatory
environment for sale of and advice (rather than just
Guidance) of money purchase products.
And in the longer term future it is proposed that
NMPA will rise from 55 to 57 from 2028 (details still
to be framed); and a consultation some time on the
possibility of allowing flexibilities direct from DB
arrangements.

pension age (NPA) provided the funds are still

Final word
This guide provides an outline of the key points in the Act. The Act has gone from draft to Royal Assent
at a helter-skelter pace and it does seem inevitable that problems will arise with the legislation at a later
date as a result. The date that these changes will take effect in law is frighteningly close and employers,
trustees and scheme managers face a challenging timetable should they wish to allow their scheme
members to use some of the new flexibilities from April 2015, less than four months away.

The note should not be relied upon as advice, nor taken as an authoritative statement of the law. Lane Clark & Peacock LLP can take
no responsibility nor accept any liability for your use of material in this document and no decisions should be taken as a result of this
document. It is based on our understanding of material issued by the government up to 17 December 2014
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Any questions?
If you would like any assistance or further information on the issues raised, please contact Tim Box,
David Everett or the partner who normally advises you at LCP via telephone on +44 (0)20 7439 2266 or
by email to enquiries@lcp.uk.com.

Tim Box

David Everett

Senior Consultant

Partner

tim.box@lcp.uk.com

david.everett@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)1962 872739

+44 (0)20 7432 6635

This Briefing Paper should not be relied upon for detailed advice or taken as an authoritative statement of the law.
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